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Lent begins as Ash Wednesday marks Christian foreheads with an ancient symbol of sin, grief, and

mortality. At his birth, Jesus was a threat to power, something Herod sought to hold onto at all

costs, even the genocidal slaughter of innocents, forcing Jesus’ family to flee as refugees. The

ritual implores, “Remember that you are dust and to dust you shall return…” as we journey with

Jesus to Jerusalem, passion, and Easter. 2022 Lent discontent includes not only pandemic but real

time war ash visible on screens around the world, the fallout from burning cities, dying children,

fractured dreams, and millions fleeing war. A concerned West is keenly aware of the ill-conceived

unjust invasion of Ukraine, a power grab possibly motivated by a misguided vision of united

Orthodoxy providing authoritarian cover for an expansionistic Moscow holding religious and

political sway over a reconstituted Russian empire. 

Russian President Vladimir Putin’s war crimes are well-documented as civilian neighborhoods,

high-rises, schools, and hospitals are leveled by rockets and cluster bombs, shelters marked as

sanctuaries for children are destroyed, nuclear power plants attacked, bodies on Kiev streets

rigged with boobytraps and mines as invading troops are beaten back. (continued on page 3) 
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MFSA Iowa co-sponsored the Palm 

Sunday Peace March in Des Moines on 

April 10.

“War is not the answer” has been the mantra of

peace groups and faith communities for

decades. Watching the US public reaction to

Russia’s war against Ukraine one could believe

the US public is turning against war. The media is

full of heart-breaking images of families torn

apart, the bombing of cities, and people

sheltering in subway stations. The US public is

responding with dumping Russian vodka, waving

the Ukrainian blue and yellow colors, and bi-

partisan support for throwing more money and

weapons at Ukraine.

But if the US public is turning against war, where

is the outcry for the people of Yemen? Do we

only oppose war when it is waged by those we

consider our “enemy” or when it is waged

against people who look like us? 

According to the Friends Committee on National

Legislation, “Indiscriminate bombing of civilian

targets, including hospitals, schools, and water

treatment plants, as well as the blockading of

Yemeni ports committed largely with U.S.

weapons and logistical support—have resulted

in what the UN has described as the world’s

worst humanitarian crisis” in the world today.  

ARE THERE NO TEARS FOR 

YEMEN?

BY  KATHLEEN  

MCQU ILLEN

Saudi Arabia has been waging war against the Houthi, a Yemeni rebel group, since 2015.

The US has provided millions in weapons sales to Saudi, 377,000 Yemenis have died, and

16.2 million are at risk of famine. 

Where are the pictures of Yemenis running from US bombs dropped by the Saudis? Or the

pictures of children dying in hospitals without medical supplies because of the US backed

sanctions? Why is the media failing so badly to tell the public about this other war?

It’s time to call for US to end all support to Saudi Arabia. If war is not the answer for Russia, it

is also not the answer for Saudi Arabia and the United States.



Mark your calendar! Caucusing, the Peace and Justice Rally,
and the MFSA Awards Banquet are all returning this June and
we can't wait to see you there! Watch for details, coming soon.
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(Year of Discontent continued from page 1)

Frustrated, Putin threatens nuclear war, which must be taken seriously given

Syrian/Ukrainian atrocities and unique pathologies of this desperate despot.

Whatever the motivation, invasion largely backfired. Rather than glorious blitzkrieg victory,

Ukrainians united, resisted, and pushed back. NATO coalesced around economic

sanctions, while providing increasingly effective weaponry. Democracy gains world

support despite pervasive propaganda keeping Russian citizenry from further protest or

revolution and influencing perceptions on the right. As war drags on with no end in sight,

there seems faint hope of diplomatic resolution. Even so, we all pray for violence to cease.

We remain unclear as to the consequence for Putin and Russian war crimes. Will Putin

remain in power, be banned from G-11, or ever face justice at the Hague? Time will tell, but

hopefully all authoritarians seeking expanded power and empire will think twice before

employing unprovoked violence and will temper their enthusiasm for unjust war with

reason and compassion. Let us pray that Easter 2022 brings greater hope, justice, and

peace for all God's people and innocents everywhere, especially in Ukraine, but also in

Eritrea, Syria, Palestine, the U.S.-Mexican border, and wherever the thirst for power, fear,

and the dehumanization of minorities oversadows compassion and human decency.

The Palm Sunday Peace March on

 April 10, 2022 in Des Moines, Iowa.


